


For 30 years nke has been developing innovative 
instrument systems dedicated to navigation and 
performance. Whatever your program, should 
it be racing or cruising, solo or crewed, nke 
instruments are designed to answer all your 
needs at every level.
Performance, accuracy and simple, intuitive 
operation are always kept in mind by our 
development team to achieve the best information 
and performance.
Nke is the best choice you can make for your boat 
and will result in a smart and advanced system 
with options to upgrade through our service 
partners network anytime.
The most prestigious victories of the season 
have proved our pedigree. A big thank you 
to all who participated in this success.
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We share our passion, through various partnerships, with racing 
teams, cruising boats and even some unusual challenges.
Our commitment to their endeavours places nke in the heart of 
their programme and in turn our contribution is used to influence 
the products our customers use worldwide.

 partnerships 

 is committed with 
strong and long term 
partnerships

Top sailors choose nke  because our instrument systems are made with the most advanced 
technologies available. They know that our innovative R&D team is quick to determine how new 
technologies can bring performance benefits to our products. Once assessed as beneficial they are 
tested and incorporated keeping nke instruments out in front.   
nke instruments are user-friendly and offer unique benefits in terms of  functionality and versatility. 
Each device has been designed to make sailing easy and safe for the helmsman and crew. Nke 
systems are sea trialled in the most extreme conditions and have been proven around the world for 
more than 30 years.   
nke’s specialist network of “nke international service” is available to offer technical or installation 
advice. This network is constantly trained and supported worldwide by our team of experts.

performance & innovation

comfort & safety 

service 

Blue water

Cruising

Racing

> Sébastien ROUBINET     > Eric BROSSIER / France PINCZON DU SEL     > Team JOLOKIA

> Ptitbout                             > François GIRARD                 > Philippe ROUSSEL

> James BURWICK                    > Jean-François EEMAN            > Jean-Claude FERU

> Michel DESJOYEAUX                > Thomas RUYANT                  > Samantha DAVIES

> Thierry BOUCHARD                 > Yves LE BLEVEC                   > David RAISON

> Nicolas BOIDEVEZI                  > Mickael HENNESSY                > Antoine RIOUX

> Jörg RIECHERS                      > Gaël LE CLEACH                 > Nikki CURWEN                

> Sébastien ROGUES                > Paul MEILHAT                 > Giancarlo PEDOTE               
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 mast mounted and cockpit displays

le  tl25 

> 3 jumbo screens with 25 mm digits
> NMEA input port as standard
> Wired or wireless remote control 
 for easy access to all functions
> Economical solution: one TL 25 is 

enough for a full system
> Red backlight to avoid eyestrain

> Available as wired or wireless versions
> Allows scrolling of all information on the 

displays

For the autopilot
- Autopilot command
- Dedicated pages: AIS, Cross Track 

Error, WPT, start line, upwind leg…

For navigation data 
- User configurable pages
- Sensor calibration and alarm settings

For Performance  
- Drift data
 - True wind tables

For safety and fleet tracking
- AIS page featuring a radar type screen 

to display targets and alarms
- Dangerous targets list and fleet
 tracking

- Easy access to all Gyropilot settings
- Display all navigation data
- Integrated NMEA input

- 2 lines display 
 with 18 mm digits

- BUS and NMEA multiplexer
- Wired high rate NMEA port (input/output, 38 400 

bauds), bi-directional WIFI communication 
- In addition: nke Display Pro app for Iphone, Ipad 

and Androïd

 other instruments

multifunction 
remote control

5.7’’ colour screen with LED techno-
logy. It offers a 160° viewing angle 
and low consumption controlled by a 
light sensor.
Integrated NMEA input with incoming 
sentences monitor page.

gyropilot
graphic

repeater

wifi BoX and app

High definition - Extra wide - Maximum viewing angle - Low consumption 

A multifunction control display

multigraphic colour

Sensors, multifunction displays, autopilots, processors… all products across the nke 
range combine to bring the essential information for your navigation

AccurAtE And instAntAnEous dAtA

Easy to use, waterproof, they fit in the cockpit as well as below deck. A single 
multifunction display can manage the whole system and can display up to 70 channels

> Data carried by the bus is 
displayed with channel id 

 and units
> Average and max speed
> Log and resettable log  
> Alarm settings and calibration

> Man Over Board: bearing 
 and distance
> Adjustable backlight
> 4 languages: French, English, 

Italian, Spanish

racing functions : 
> Target boat speed
> Upwind VMG
> Optimum wind angle
> Programmable chronometer

standard functions :

Michel desjoyeaux
the most rewarded single handed sailor.
Nke partner for over 30 years

Mich' Desj '

« Working with the nke team, I enhance 
my own performances and they improve 

the reliability of their instruments »

> Gyropilot remote control
> AIS (processor, receiver/processor, 

receiver)

> Rudder angle
> Mast angle
> Keel angle



From standard digital sensors up to High resolution ones, 
nke offer a wide range of solutions for all your requirements. 
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> High quality XL size display with 50 mm digits 
> Backlight for excellent night time viewing
> Perfectly suited for boats exceeding 45 feet long

> Boat speed
> Depth
> Wind speed
> 360° wind angle
> Magnified wind angle windward
> Electronic compass
> Rudder angle

 masthead units
nke invests in Research and Development for their wind sensors. 
Two main areas of focus for this work are:
 > continued improvements in response to increase sensitivity
 > continued improvements in resolution and accuracy

 gps  

 compass

9 axis gyro-stabilised compass for responsiveness and precision. 
The reliability of no moving part is added to a dynamic accuracy of 
2° with 30° heel angle. 
This sensor provides compass bearing, pitch and heel which will be 
used in the true wind angle calculation.
* Direct connection to the bus requires a REGATTA compass interface.

> high frequency

> 3 d 

> carBowind
High Resolution wind sensor placed 
1.10 m above the mast-head to avoid 
perturbations from the main-sail

> high
   resolution

> standard 

Proven waterproof compass that can be installed outside. The calibration can be 
done automatically or manually by entering the values from a deviation card.

High rate GPs (20 Hz) provides excellent accuracy, allowing: 
> calculation of true wind over ground for autopilot use
> accurate start line information
> improved track resolution

  nke Bus
The nke unique data bus makes it easy to add to the system without encountering compatibility issues between 
elements. The 3 wire cable is light and simple. Wiring made easy in any situation, even while at sea. (see page 15)

 other instruments

le sl50

analogue indicators

Miniaturised inertia measurement 
unit used by the processor

Accuracy
and repeatability

Required options: true wind and SOG option for the  Gyro2 and SOG 
option for depth/log interface

 speed/log sensors

> electromagnetic log

These sensors provide data for boat speed, log, resettable log, water temperature, max speed and average 
speed. They connect to the speed/depth interface.

The housing features a valve for 
easy maintenance.

This is a good alternative to 
paddle-wheel sensors which 
can be blocked by algae.

> paddle-wheel
   sensors

Performance: the ultrasonic technology allows antifouling on a flush hull sensor.
Accuracy: boat speed is used broadly for all performance data processing. Excellent linearity 
and accuracy are offered by this sensor.
compatible with other navigation instrument brands.

> ultrasonic - Boat speed 100% availablee
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> Barometer
> Gyropilot processor
> Battery check
> Interfaces (NMEA, Wifi)

> Processors (Regatta, HR)
> Hydraulic ram
> Load sensors interface
> Autopilot joystick

 depth
   sounder    

This sensor measures the depth. 
The raw data is processed to 
show depth below water-line or 
depth below the keel.



Multifunction Transmitter, 
Crew Mate, Gyropilot
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You can rely on your autopilot in any circumstances. 

Gyropilot ensures you enjoy the full pleasure of cruising 

navigation whatever the weather conditions.

Our cruising system is built around the autopilot to bring the best comfort and 
safety. The gyrometer integrated in the gyropilot’s processor ensures quick 
response and course stability.

comfort: the gyropilot is constantly steering with precision course keeping in 
all sea conditions.

optimum safety: our autopilot has been proven whilst steering Vendee Globe 
boats for 95% of the race even in the roughest conditions.

A must have tool: this autopilot is the choice of winners from Mini-Transat 
to Vendee Globe… It is a compulsory piece of equipment to comply with the 
Figaro Class rules. 

Ease of use: one single display, the Multigraphic or the Gyropilot Graphic 
controls the autopilot while displaying navigation data and AIS targets.  

Because Safety should never be an optional feature, the 

nke packs all include safety functions as standard. 

comBines safety with convenience
nke exclusivity: the nke wireless controls include functions controls (Gyropilot, 
Multifunction, Crew Mate) and Man Over Board function.

> remote control
The system can include several remote devices (Gyropilot, Multifunction, Crew 
Mate) that can be worn around the neck or on your arm (light weight), and a 
radio receiver installed on board, which can manage up to 8 remotes.

> Man over Board  function
The receiver keeps a watch on every remote. When the radio connection is 
broken the system triggers a “M.O.B.” procedure.

 cruising pack

 multifunction
   transmitter, crew mate,
   gyropilot



nke offers a range of hydraulic rams 
which can be matched to the rudder size and 
expected boat speed. 
This system is robust and has been adapted to minimise friction 
when not in use. Energy consumption has been reduced by an 
‘on/off’ clutch solution. A compact and responsive installation 
with a short tiller arm can be achieved with hydraulic rams!

- For boat length less than 30 feet
- Very low power consumption

One single display to manage the whole system: autopilot, navigation data, AIS

cruising pack content rams

multigraphic 

 ais

Additional options
Batteries control sensor
GPS sensor
NMEA - WiFi output interface
AIS processor
AIS receiver
AIS receiver/processor
True wind option
Wireless remote autopilot control
Autopilot joystick control

Can display 1 to 6 data in analogue or digital format.

Go To Waypoint page Energy Management pageGraphic page   AIS page   GPS Mode page

At nke, we care about giving you all the collision avoidance information where it is the most useful: in 
the cockpit! Manage the AIS alarms from the Multifunction Graphic. 
No need to go below to the chart table.

multigraphic and ais
The Multigraphic combined with an AIS receiver or transponder can process all the data. 
Its extensive display capacity is completed by a radar style AIS page where all surrounding 
targets are visualised. Dangerous targets are highlighted to help make the right decisions to 
avoid a collision.
A useful feature when sailing in a fleet is following the targets in a table.
The boats fitted with an AIS(1) transmitter or transponder send their data via a VHF radio 
signal containing: identification (MMSI/Name), position, COG, SOG and turn rate. This information 
is used to calculate collision risks.

The nke system can determine the dangerous situation and trigger AIS alarms according to the 
CPA(3)/TCPA(4) chosen from your autopilot control display situated in the cockpit.

> no need of a PC nor chart plotter
> no additional display required

 energy management
> Battery sensor: it measures and processes charge and discharge data. 
Energy flow can be monitored from the deck directly on the displays !

“m.o.B.” procedure
setting off the m.o.B. procedure

Automatic procedure from remote units’ loss of radio signal.
Manual procedure by pressing the M.O.B. button on the multifunction 
display.

> Audible alarm (100dB) for crew attention, if you have radio receiver.
> Bearing and distance to event are displayed on every multifunction display.
> The system sends a M.O.B. sentence via the NMEA output to all compatible 

navigation software applications such as Adrena - MaxSea - Expedition - 
SeaPro - ScanNav - Noé.

> Output relays can send a command to engine circuit breaker, beacon 
launcher or any other safety piece of equipment
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Gyropilot Graphic

Fluxgate compass

(Option) Wireless autopilot
remote control

(1) AIS : Automatic Identification System - (2) MMSI : Maritime Mobile Service Identity - (3) CPA : Close Point of Approach
(4) TCPA : Time Close Point of Approach

> hydraulic
   ram

> mechanical ram



With the “Start” and “Upwind” pages, the Multigraphic brings a valuable 
aid for tactical and strategic decisions on board. The integrated true 
wind tables allow corrections for all sails and rigging effects (upwash, 
downwash, and more) disturbing the measured data. These effects vary 
with the wind angle.

le multigraphic

This sensor is mounted on a carbon arm, more than a meter long, to 
position it above the effects on readings from the sails. It features high 
resolution electronics (0.1° and 0.1 nœuds). True Wind Tables are stored 
in its memory (requires a Multigraphic set as master to log and use 
the tables). Its mechanical parts are designed to minimize the inertia 
and its accuracy makes it the right choice for demanding tacticians.

With a flush design and linearity from 0 to 50 knots, this speed 
sensor is the number one of its kind. The ultrasonic technology 
allows measurement of boat speed through antifouling paints 
and it is not exposed to the damage and fouling conventional 
speed sensors suffer from. It is factory calibrated to ensure 
precision when logging your polar diagram data.

carBowind hr

ultrasonic speed sensor
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gps hf

System performance is enhanced by a position given several 
times per second. You can plot the race marks more accurately 
and the real time distance to the mark as well as time to 
start line.”

It is essential for you to get the most valuable 

information and accurate performance data to feed 

your tactical decision process. 

The sensors we have developed with your needs in 

mind are accurate, reliable and repeatable.

The HR (High Resolution) sensors allow wind data 

processing at 25 Hz when associated to the Regatta 

Processor.  This is real time true wind data!



True wind like you’ve never seen it!
Combined with high resolution sensors, the processor acquires 
wind data at 25Hz. It’s powerful capacity allows the measured 
wind data to be corrected using information from the boat’s 
motion and speed acceleration to achieve a true wind reading 
that offers unique accuracy. Fully configurable it requires a fine 
calibration made with care. When run properly, this will answer 
the expectations of the most demanding tacticians.

regatta processor

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

SL50 multifunction
displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

Regatta Processor Regatta Processor

Regatta Compass

TL25 
multifunction 

displays

SL50
multifunction 

displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

3D Sensor
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Keep fine tuning in all conditions. This sensor measures the load on 
the forestay. Its installation can be carried out with the rig in situ. 
Any multifunction display can read the load data. 

forestay load sensor

9 axis gyro-stabilised compass for reactivity 
and accuracy. The reliability of no moving 
part is added to a dynamic accuracy of 2° 
with 30° heel angle. 

 A processor can be combined with 
either a Regatta or a 3D sensor.

regatta compass 3d sensor

This miniaturised 3 D IMU
inertial sensor based on the
MEMS technology measures bearing 
and boat motion (roll, pitch, yaw) with high 
precision and resolution. 
The result is achieved thanks to 3 gyroscopes, 
3 accelerometers, 3 magnetometers and a 
temperature sensor.

Data smoothing

 regatta pack  hr

This pack is a step forward with the HR mast head unit, the 
Regatta compass and the Ultrasonic speed sensor. These high 
resolution sensors provide accurate and responsive data.

 regatta pack  processor

For the most demanding tacticians, the fully configurable 
processor provides high level measurement and calculation 
of wind data.

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

SL50 multifunction
displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

Regatta Processor Regatta Processor

Regatta Compass Regatta Compass

TL25 
multifunction 

displays

SL50
multifunction 

displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

TL25
multifunction displays

SL50 multifunction
displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

Regatta Processor Regatta Processor

Regatta Compass Regatta Compass

TL25 
multifunction 

displays

SL50
multifunction 

displays

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Wired multifunction
remote control

Fluxgate compass

Regatta Compass

 regatta pack  ‘key system’ 

Includes the 4 key sensors and a mast mounted display. 
All you need to get wind and performance data. 



the combination of the Gyropilot and nke sensors is essential to optimise the performance 
of the autopilot. the name of the game is to get the best possible response and nke 
sensors have been developed with this aim in mind.

autopilot power unit

nke offers a hydraulic system according to the rudder surface and potential boat 
speed. This system is robust. It has been adapted to minimise friction when the ram 
is not in use. An ‘on/off’ clutch solution has reduced the clutch’s energy consumption. 
The best response required for an accurate autopilot is achieved by reducing the lever 
distance which is allowed by the power of hydraulics! A mechanical ram is available 
for boats less than 30 feet.

wireless remote control with 
m.o.B. function

The choice has been made by nke to make a remote control without display in order 
to extend the battery life up to 3 years. This remote command is light and can be 
permanently worn. Additionally, by activating the M.O.B. function, the system sounds a 
100 dB alarm and steers the boat automatically upwind. Eventually a member of the 
crew can interrupt the procedure from the autopilot display.

the processor

A unique reference in sailing from 6.50 m up to 100’. The gyro-meter comes as 
standard with an integrated energy saving feature. The options are

> True wind mode with the possibility to choose speed over ground to calculate 
the rudder angle

> interface to another clutch system
> interface to a rudder feed-back sensor

Standard mast head unit          HR         Carbowind

Fluxgate             Regatta Compass               GPS Compass              3Dsensor
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The Gyropilot was developed by nke in 1995. This 
was the first autopilot for sailboats featuring 
a gyro meter. This innovation combined with the 
nke sensors allowed autopilots to steer the boats 
downwind, under spinnaker. This autopilot is an 
essential piece of equipment as used and proven by 
VENDEE GLOBE skippers in a race where pilots steer 
the boats 90% of the time. Mini, Class 40 and IRC 
boat skippers have also made their choice for our 
pilots.  100% of the Figaro Class boats are fitted 
with a nke autopilot

heading, 
roll, pitch

the wind

For course steering the Regatta compass is stabilised in 3 axis and provides 
heading, heel and pitch data adjusted from the boats’ acceleration. The heading 
can be used instantly by the Gyropilot. The pilot gives better performance with 
no damping so once the auto button is pressed the data will not be filtered as 
it is with with a conventional Fluxgate.  
The satellite compass is not subject to deviation and therefore it does not 
require adjustment. With two satellite receivers and connection to the 3D 
sensor it gives an accurate and robust heading. Ideal for use in the southern 
seas where magnetic devices perform less well. 

For wind mode, the nke wind vane is essential. Sea trials with other 
brands have not met the same level of performance. 
With square top main, the sensor must be placed way off the mast head.
The Carbowind places the sensor 1.10 m above the mast head. 
The design of this sensor makes it the most responsive on the market.

HHH
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the Boat speed

mast angle 

Essential for rotating masts and 
crucial for wind data processing.

Paddlewheel            Electromagnetic         Loch Ultrason

High frequency

For boat speed we recommend 
the Ultrasonic sensor. It installs 
flush and its measurement is 
linear from 0 to 50 knots. 

With an update rate of 20 Hz (20 per second), the GPS HF offers 
an alternative boat peed input in the calculation of true wind. 
This is a new way of feeding the autopilot with a wind mode. 
With some particular conditions of wind generated waves it 
avoids their influence and the consequence on the true wind 
processing, therefore, the boats heading.

HHHHHH
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Multigraphic

Multigraphic

Multigraphic

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote control

Regatta Compass

HF GPS

3D Sensor

Fluxgate
compass

Multigraphic

Multigraphic

Multigraphic

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote control

Regatta Compass

HF GPS

3D Sensor

Fluxgate
compass

Multigraphic

Multigraphic

Multigraphic

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote 

control

(Option) Wireless 
autopilot remote control

Regatta Compass

HF GPS

3D Sensor

Fluxgate
compass

 race pack  key system

Get the performance level required for racing at an affordable price. 
This means an autopilot that steers in true wind mode to follow 
wind shifts and reach as much as possible 100% performance.

 race pack  performance

This pack includes the High resolution sensors (HR). They provide 
the accuracy and response required for a performance autopilot.

 race pack  processor regatta

The wind minded Regatta Processor acquires data at 25Hz. With 
the 3D Sensor, the data is smoothed, corrected for the boats’ 
acceleration resulting in accurate and responsive wind data.
The Gyropilot works better and energy consumption is significantly 
lowered.



The base is a HR processor integrating a new algorithm 
combined with IMU inertial sensor providing the boat’s motion 
data at 25 Hz. The user has more tuning options and this 3D pilot 
allows roll and pitch to be taken into account. By including the 
heel angle, the autopilot can handle more.
A pre-tuning values table is used to update the autopilot tuning 
parameters automatically

DATA SMOOTHING : Wind sensors are located at the mast head 
and subjected to all movements the boat goes through. This 
results in a considerable amount of “noise” in the measurements 
and the taller the mast the greater these become. The 3D Sensor 
measures these movements continuously. Associated to a 
Processor Regatta or HR, the data is processed and the “noise” 
reduced by more than 80%.

This wind sensor is the choice 
many teams, among them the 
famous America’s Cup!

nke has developed instrumentation with autopilot and wind data acquisition and processing 

in mind. Each system is defined according to your project’s specifications.
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Kuka Light. The skipper of this Performance 
racing boat has selected the HR Processor. 

Instruments system, installed by French 
electronic specialist, Yannig (Pochon SA)

Whimsy (NZ) 

 3D Fusion

Carbowind 
HR

HR Processor

Regatta Processor

GPS Compass

3D Sensor



The ”Voilier du Futur” brings together 22 innovative and collaborative projects in 
the marine industry and aims to create a cruising sailing boat prototype which 
will integrate Eco-innovations. Nke takes part in this project for:

> Development of a low consumption autopilot, in line with our “performance 
gain” goal

> Improvement of the MOB system for crew safety
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D35 on Lake Geneva

Preliminary design 
Marc Van Peteghem

The HR processor is also a 25 Hz datalogger. For 
example, it has been used to log loads on the 
standing and running rigging in relation to wind 
data and sea state… The datalogger features 
two inputs to connect IMU inertial sensor. 
There is an option to develop interfaces in LUA 
language to include specific sensors.  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION HR PROCESSOR: 
> Weight: 500 g
> Consumption: 200 mA
> Log capacity: 16 Go 
 on USB stick

Application used by Sébastien Roubinet in collaboration 
with Hervé Le Goff from the LOCEAN lab for dynamic ice 
thickness measurement.



Power supply: 10 to 16 V dc
Protection: iP67
operational temperature: -10°c to +50°c
storage temperature: -20°c to +60°c

displays

speed and depth
sensors

compass
& gps

wind sensors

tl25..........................................................
> Dimensions (H x L x D): 260 x 156 x 45 mm
> Power consumption: 20 mA without lighting, 
 50mA with lighting
> Horizontal viewing angle > 120°
 Vertical viewing angle > 90°
> Digits Height: 25mm
 for the channel and 10 mm for the channel id and the unit
> Weight: 900 g (without cable)
> Cable: length 6.15 m - weight 40 g/m

sl50..........................................................
> Dimensions (H x L x D): 150 x 235 x 35 mm
> Power consumption: 20 mA without lighting, 
 50 mA with lighting
> Horizontal viewing angle > 120°
 Vertical viewing angle > 90°
> Digits Height: 50 mm for the channel and 20mm for the title
> Weight: 800g (without cable)
> Cable length: 6m - weight 40 g/m

analogue
displays..........................................................

> Dimensions (H x L x D): 110 x 110 x 25 mm
> Power consumption: 22 mA without lighting, 
 60mA with lighting
> Weight: 250 g (without cable)
> Cable length: 3 m - weight 34 g/m
 

paddle-wheel
speed sensor..........................................................

> Speed measurement range: 0 to 50 knots
> Temp. measure range: 0°C to +50°C
> Weight: 300 g (with cable)
> 6m cable fitted with molded connector
> Thru-hull fitting Ø 31 mm / 1.8'’ inside diameter
 (part nr 31-35-001)

electromagnetic
speed sensor..........................................................

> Sensor fitted with 2 m cable with a moulded connector 
> IP54 protection 
> Interface box fitted with 4 m cable with a moulded 
connector 

> Speed measurement range: 0 to 35 knots
> Temp. measure range: 0°C to +50°C
> Weight: 600 g (with cable)
> Thru-hull fitting (part nr 90-60-344): internal Ø 31 mm
 

ultrasonic
speed sensor..........................................................

> Speed measurement range: 0 to 50 knots
> Temp. measure range: 0°C to +50°C
> Accuracy: 1%< 20kts
> Resolution: 1/100e kts
> Consumption: 35 mA
> Weight: 500 g (with cable)
> 10m cable fitted with a molded connector
> 1.8'’ thru-hull fitting (part nr 31-35-001) and 2'’
 (part nr 31-35-002)

depth sensor..........................................................
> Depth-range: tested up to 50 m
> Weight: 350 g (with cable)
> 6m cable fitted with a molded connector
> 2’’ thru-hull fitting / Internal Ø 40 mm (part nr 31-35-002)

carBowind..........................................................
> Angular resolution: 0.1°
> Height of the carbo arm: 110 cm
> Carbon tube: external Ø 22 mm
 internal Ø 18 mm
> Weight: 600 g
> Avionic cable: length 25 m 
 (part nr 90-60-381); 
 length 35m (part nr 90-60-351);
 weight 17 g/m

standard and hr
masthead unit..........................................................

> Consumption: 25 mA 
> Angular resolution: HR 0.1°; standard 1° 
> Weight: 180 g
> Bracket: 160 g
> Cable: length 25 m (part nr 90-60-092); 
 length 35 m (part nr 90-60-297) ; weight 34 g/m

regatta compass..........................................................
> Dimensions (Ø x H): 113 x 51 mm
> Consumption: <200 mA (Compass and Interface)
> Resolution : 0.1° (with Processor)
> Roll and pitch measures range: ± 50°
> Gyration max: 0 to 70° per second
> Weight: 270 g (without cable)
> Includes: a bracket, 10 m cable with a connector (300 g).
> Option: interface compass Regatta for connection to the Bus

fluXgate compass..........................................................
> Dimensions (Ø x H): 70 x 41.8 mm
> Consumption: 25 mA
> Resolution: 1°
> Weight: 200 g (without cable)
> Cable: 6 m

 

high frequency gps..........................................................
> Dimensions (Ø x H): 720 x 50 mm
> GPS: 65 Channels
> Consumption max: 600 mW
> Max acquisition rate: 20 Hz
> Position accuracy: 2.5 m CEP
> Protocole: Topline + NMEA0183
> Consumption max: 600 mW
> Weight: 150 g (without cable)
> Cable: 10 m

multigraphic..........................................................
> Dimensions (H x L x D): 118 x 192 x 23 mm
> Power consumption: 90 mA without lighting, 
 150 mA with lighting
> Horizontal viewing angle > 160°
 Vertical viewing angle > 120°
> Weight: 750 g (without cable)
> Cable: Length 5 m - Weight 40 g/m

gyropilot
graphic..........................................................

> Dimensions (H x L x D): 118 x 181 x 32.5 mm
> Power consumption: 30mA without lighting, 
 50mA with lighting
> Horizontal viewing angle > 120°
 Vertical viewing angle > 90°
> Weight: 550g (without cable)
> Cable length: 6m – weight 40g/m

performance..........................................................
> Dimensions (H x L x D): 97 x 147 x 25 mm
> Power consumption: 22 mA without lighting, 
 90 mA with lighting
> Horizontal viewing angle > 120°
 Vertical viewing angle > 90°
> Digits Height: 18 mm for the channel and 6mm for the title
> Weight: 400 g (without cable)
> Cable length: 3 m - weight 34 g/m

Thru-hull housing installation Ø 51 mm   
Temperature measures: -10° to +50°

General specifications
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nke Bus

Easy installation 
The nke three wires cable is easy to install. With no connector it can be run in any location.

upgradable  
Adding instruments to an existing system is a piece of cake! Any component can be added to the system by simple connection to the bus anywhere.
A ‘key system’ (standard sensors and a multifunction display) can be expanded to a full system following your needs (GPS, specific sensors, autopilot, etc…) and your 
performance requirements (HR sensors, Regatta processor, etc…) 

robust
No central unit. Any multifunction display 
plays the role of master data processing on 
the Bus. If the master display happens to fail, 
just chose another one as master.

Light 
In some cases we use avionic cables showing 
a weight of 17g/m.
For a personalised system we can supply a 
weight and consumption quotation on request.

Special sensors

Standard sensors

Core system

Drive unit

Touch tablet 
or Smartphone

NMEA

NMEA/WIFI

Regatta or HR
Processor

Autopilot
Wireless remote

control

Joystick (Tiller)

Displays and multifunctions

Computer or Plotter

nke has chosen the hydraulic ram (for boat length more 
than 30 feet) for its recognised reliability, power and fast 
operation. The system includes a reversing pump and a 
linear ram. With this system nke ensures firm steering in all 
conditions with an optimum efficiency.
The Gyropilot can also power any hydraulic drive unit at 
constant run (CRP), generally used on big boats.

HydrAuLic driVE unit

Type mini Type 32 Type 40

6m50 10m 13m 18m

Type 60

Mechanical
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other power units
The Gyropilot processor is compatible with many other drive units and rudder angle sensors.
You can choose a linear ram, a rotary drive or a wire system. If the drive unit can be switched off, or if you chose a linear rudder angle sensor, we recommend asking 
your dealer. 

the most reliable drive unit
The power is calculated to match the pressure 
on the rudders.
Rudders surface, compensation and rudders 
ends angles are required to make the 
calculation.

More information: ask your nke expert or 
visit www.nke-marine-electronics.com



nke’s specialist network of “nke international 
service” is available to offer technical 
or installation advice. This network is 
constantly trained and supported worldwide 
by our team of experts.

  Rue Gutenberg, ZI de Kerandré  
  56700 Hennebont - FRANCE

 Customers service info.marine-electronics@nke.fr
  Tel. 33 (0)2 97 36 56 85  

 Technical support support.marine-electronics@nke.fr
  

  www.nke-marine-electronics.com

Check our distributors on http://www.nke-marine-electronics.com/distributors/

Follow nke Marine Electronics on :
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